
ANC Wireless 
headphones OnRiff 10

When smaller TWS earbuds just don’t deliver the sound you want, the Canyon OnRiff 10 
headphones might be the solution. Big, comfy earcups serve as a casing for speakers 
that provide a high-fidelity experience. Active noise cancellation uses built-in 
microphones to filter out unwanted noises so the sound is crystal clear at all times.



Be sure to use them for calls – environmental noise cancellation guarantees your voice 
is heard without any distractions.



The OnRiff 10 headphones offer dual device connection: connect it to your phone and 
PC simultaneously and switch seamlessly between sources. Plus, they are entirely 
suitable for gaming because we added a low-latency gaming mode.



Thanks to the energy-efficient Bluetooth 5.3, they offer up to 25 hours of playtime on 
one charge. There’s also an option to connect them via a 3.5mm jack. You have four 
colors to choose from: black, beige, purple and green.



Attract some views and enjoy the tunes with OnRiff 10 – get them now.
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Keep the noise away

OnRiff 10 features ANC technology 
that filters out all the unwanted 
noises outside your earcups.

Enjoy crisp sound in any condition.



Perfect calls

Environmental noise cancellation 
brings up your voice and reduces the 
background noises to a minimum. 
Excellent choice for calls and meetings!



Listen longer

Bluetooth 5.3 provides up to 25 hours of 
playtime. No cases, no recharges, just 
twenty-five hours of nonstop music and 
calls – if you need that much, of course.



Low-latency gaming 
mode

For the entertainment industry enjoyers, 
there’s a low-latency mode to provide 
comfortable gaming.



Wireless & wired 
connection

Besides Bluetooth connection, these 
headphones also support the old-school 
ways. Connect them via a 3.5mm jack 
when you need it.



Dual device 
connection

OnRiff 10 may be wirelessly connected to 
two devices simultaneously. Play games, 
listen to music on your PC, and answer 
calls on your phone, seamlessly switching 
between devices.


